Arizona
The Verde River Trail
Many years I had to wait for it, but now it became reality. One of the last real adventures
for friends of the Western Riding became reality; it was a ride on the old Verde River
Trail through the Mazatzal Wilderness, the old land of the Apaches.
Because this land has hardly changed during the last 200 years it makes this trail so
interesting and unique. As in the old times we moved through absolute wilderness.
Names on parts of the trail such as Hells Hole or Hells Neck Ridge are talking for
themselves and within 200 miles I don’t believe any soul is living there; radio or cellphone does not work. One is cut of from any civilization.
This means we have to ride the trail in exactly the same manner as they did in the “Wild
West”; each rider had his own packhorse. The complete equipment and food for horse
and rider must be planned in advance; everything will be carried along and overnight stay
was under the stars; the daytime temperatures of 90 F became a big challenge when
compared to night temperatures of only 32 F.
Only thanks to the long experience of Lothar Rowe- the owner of the Miller-Ranch in
Scottsdale, AZ- who had organized the preparation and finally the Trail and also thanks
to his excellent trained Missouri Fox Trotter horses, my two German companions and
myself succeeded successfully this trail.
In the beginning our biggest problem was to ride with a packhorse; we had no experience
in that. Now we had no time to learn in this rugged terrain, we moved steep rubble slops
up and down, over boulders, downed trees or thorny cacti or we had to cross rivers; there
was no alternative but to move on.
I take this opportunity to praise the Missouri Fox Trotter. In 4 days we covered 70 miles
through very difficult terrain and only thanks to the sure footing and the shock-free gaits
of this breed we have been able to make it. I must truly confess that even me – being an
owner of Fox Trotter’s myself – was surprised what performance these horses can offer
considering the difficult terrain and the duration of the stress.
This kind of trail riding is certainly the most difficult and almost looks like an expedition,
but it was important for me to reconstruct under which difficulties and strain the
discovery and settlement of the West took place. We only made 70 miles, which is a
small portion of the Verde River Trail, we had the best equipment and no threat from the
Indians and therefore I can only acknowledge my greatest respect for the achievement of
these early settlers and pioneers.
Yes, dear friends of the West, I can only advise to whoever wants to learn and understand
more about America and the Western Riding to come here to Arizona. The infinite space
of this state is exceedingly impressive; the beauty of the rugged mountains, the hot
dessert and the always-blue sky cannot be described.
Since the conquer of the West and the times of the gold rush this wide open country has
hardly changed, friends of the West can only look and be amazed.

